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2.5. Attaching the Heater to Brickwork 

  

The heater can be connected to the brickwork top. For the brick connection, note the section 2.4. said safety distances and 

shielding as well as instructions for masonry bricks. outer jacket. Remove the hole in the inner tailgate with a screwdriver. Move 

the cover to the rear opening of the heater. Place the connecting pipe that came with the stove into the heater's rear opening. Push 

the heater in place. Make sure the connection tube is well positioned in the chimney hole. Tighten the empty space between the 

pipe and the chimney with flexible refractory material, eg burner. The bushing is cleaned on a Kastor blanket, which can be 

obtained from a hardware store. The cover plate is fixed to brick joints with metallic fasteners or refractory mass. (Figure 2.5.1.) 

  

2.5.1. Coupling from the outside Make the bricks with a larger opening 2-3cm connecting pipe. The exterior connection is made 

by a 45 ° bend tube that is swivable to a suitable point for the chimney. 45 ° coil tubes can be purchased separately from 

hardware. If necessary, the flywheel can continue with the extension tube. Install the stove's own connecting pipe to the open-top 

hole in the stove plate (one is a bucket opening, no barrel can be installed on it). Ko. the bend tube is mounted on the stove over 

its own connecting pipe. Saw if necessary the bend tube and the possible extension pipe to the appropriate length. Make sure that 

the tube goes well enough inside the barrel (but not too far into the log barrel). 

  

The gap between the pipe and the brick seal is sealed with a flexible refractory material, eg burner. The bushing is cleaned on a 

Kastor blanket, which can be obtained from a hardware store. The cover plate is fixed to brick joints with metallic fasteners or 

refractory mass. (Figure 2.5.2) 

  

2.6. Connecting to the Kastor booth The Kastor boiler can be connected to the prefabricated Kastor booth. Make sure that the 

product quality is correctly selected. stove model, chimney height, external conditions, temperature class T 600 etc. For best 

performance, it is recommended to install a smoke damper as well. (Fig. 2.6) • Place the stove with its own connecting pipe on 

the stove in the fume hood. • Install a non-insulated connection tube and a possible extension tube over the connection pipe. Saw 

if necessary the connecting tube and the extension tube to the appropriate length. • The smoke alarm device is between the 

uninsulated and the insulated section or the first insulated beam module. • The top of the smoke device is continued with an 

insulated barrel. The insulated chimney must be at least 400 mm below the ceiling. Observe the installation and operating 

instructions of Kastor. 

  

 


